
The prnctice of obseruing

children has long been regarded

as fotudational in early

chil tlhoo d e d uc atiott. D et ail e d

nn d interpre t iue obseraatiott

allozus early chil dhood

practitioners to perceiae and

wtde r s t and ch il d r en's behna iour

and characteristics, tltus

deueloping a deep "quality of

tltotrght" (Monti E Crudeli,

2007, p. 57) tuhich arguably

underpins reflectiue and

responsiae prnctice

(Curtis €t Carter, 2000),

Many publications discuss the processes

and challenges experienced by early

childhood practitioners as they undertake

observations [Carr, 2001; Curtis ft Carter,

2000; Fleer ft Richardson, 2004; Jablon,

Dombro, ft Dichtelmiller, 2007). This paper,

however, does not address the practi-

tioner perspective, but instead discusses

tensions that arose as I implemented

an observational research project in an

Australian long-day-care nursery'. While

'looking out' at infants in the nursery, I

was challenged to turn my focus inward to

observe and reflect on mv own ideas and

feelings about observing others. In this

paper, I share these thoughts and tensions

which, lhope, will contribute towards

open dialogue and collaborative partner-

ships between researchers, practitioners,

and children in early childhood centres.

The project: Aims, methods, and

preparations

The detail presented here derives from

my involvement in an exploration of

the relationship-related experiences of

three infants, their teachers and parents

during the infants'first three months

in the nursery (Degotardi & Pearson,

2007). While a range of techniques was

used to generate detailed data about

the experiences and perspectives of each

participant, naturalistic observation was

deemed the most appropriate means of
obtaining data about the infants. This

technique, which involves unobtrusive

observations of naturally occurring

behaviours, was selected on the basis

it is ideally suited for investigations of
children's experiences in their normal

contexts (Pellegrini, 1 998).

It was decided that I would observe each

infant for approximately 90 minutes each

fortnight, capturing any behaviours which

illustrated social overtures or connections

between that infant and others in the

nursery. These data would predominantly

be recorded on a small, hand-held digital

camcordel allowing the ca pture of the brief

and often subtle social exchanges charac-

teristic of very young children lEckermann

& Whatley, 1977; Vandell, Wilson, ft
Buchanan, 1980), and the detection of

changes in relationship indicators over

time (Lee, 2006). The generation of video

data would also permit collaborative

review and analysis, thereby contributing

to the reliability of the analysis (Walsh et

al.,2OO7).

0nce our methodological decisions were

made, eth ica I req u irements were add ressed.

As the occurrence of research in earlv

childhood settings has increased, many

have written about ethical issues that arise

during the conduct of such research (e.9.,

Bae, 2005; Bone 2005; Cullen, Hedges, ft
Bone, 2005; Moss, 2001). As is the case

in many countries, Australian universi-

ties have stringent guidelines relating

to the ethical conduct of research, and

require researchers to document methods,

recruitment procedures, and provisions

related to participant information,

informed consent, and confidentiality.

After scrutiny and questioning from our

Human Ethics Committee, permission was

granted, access was negotiated with the

chosen site, and infants and parents were

approached, informed and recruited. With

these hurdles out of the way, I entered the

nursery to begin to collect data.

In any field-based project, researchers

need to invest time in context before

collecting data so that they can 'fit in'and

be accepted by participants in the setting.

The resulting familiarity with people and

events reduces researcher intrusiveness

and increases the likelihood of capturing

naturally occurring behaviours (Graue ft
Walsh, 1995). With this in mind, I drew on

my own early childhood background to

become involved in the nurserv activities

I In Australia, the term 'nursery' generally refers to an early childhood programme for infants from birth to 24 months.
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a nd spent time getting to know the teachers

and children. Encouraged by welcoming

staff and children, I began observing with

the quiet confidence that data collection

would now progress smoothly.

It quickly became evident, however, that

these formal ethical and practical prepa-

rations, while necessary, constituted the

first stage of an ongoing process of delib-

eration and decision making (Cullen et al.,

2005). lssues related to my researcher role,

ethical choices, power and my relation-

ships with others demanded my attention,

and prompted me to reflect on and

reassess my own identity as a researcher

in the nursery context.

Who was I in this context?

"No matter how we position ourselves,

how close our relationships, how good

our intentions, we remain outsiders ... an

othel' (Graue ft Wa lsh, 1995, p. '145). These

words by Graue and Walsh brought about

a sense of personal disquiet. Was I such an

outsider? | felt that I knew the staff well

and that they were comfortable with my

presence. The chlldren soon began to greet

me warmly and increasingly incorporated

me into their experiences. While a lack of

welcome was clearly not the issue, there

remained an uneasy tension about what it

meant to be the other in this context.

From the outset, decisions had to be made

about my level of participation in the

room. A researcher can assume the role

of non-participant observer; watching

as discretely as possible with little or no

interaction between the observer and

those being observed (5mith, 1998). At

first, the potential of data that would be

'untainted'by my presence was appealing.

By remaining in the background, I reasoned,

I would be able to capture what 'really'

happened in the lives of these infants as

they settled into the nursery. lt did not

take long before I realised that this was

not only impractical, but, in this context, it
was neither expected nor accepted by the

children and staff:

Eorly in the doto collection period,l wos

observing Bello (13 months). Tobotho

(the nursery teocher) suggested thot

I observed ofter lunch, os only Bello

ond o couple of other similorly oged

children would be owake. Tobotho hod

observed thot Bel lo o nd Mi I lie o ppeo red

to be striking up o relotionshrp, so she

felt it would be o good time for me to

observe whot wos hoppening. When I

entered the room, Tobotho wos sitting

on the floor next to Bello, with Millie

ploying close by. I storted the comero,

sot on o low bench o few meters

owoy ond begon to film. After o while,

Tobotho left the oreo to ossist onother

child ond Bello remoined sitting. A

few minutes loter, she looked up,

pointed ot me, ond smiled. Goining my

ottention, she pointed ot o mobile thot

wos swoying in the breeze, looked bock

ot me ond soid "ho!" with her heod to

one side, ond her eyes ond mouth open

in o look of excitement. She held her

goze ond expression until I smiled bock

and nodded in ocknowledgement.

Bello repeoted her octions, ond Millie,

first on onlooker, crowled to Bello ond

began to join in with the pointing

gome. Tobotho colled from ocross

the room "lt's moving isn't it." Bello

smiled, pointed, ond vocolised towords

me ogoin. Both children olternoted

their goze between me, Tobotho and

the mobile. lt wos cleor thot in the

children's and Tobotha's eyes, I wos

port of this gome ond wos expected to

interoct with them accordingly.

Incidents such as this made me realise that

in my initial efforts to become familiar

with the children - in chatting and playing

with them - | had invited them to interact

with me as another adult in the room.

Why should that stop when the camera

was on? | realised that my research expec-

tations were not only in conflict with

those of the children and the staff, but

also with my expectations of myself as an

early childhood professional. Graue and

Hawkins (2005) capture the reason for this

tension when they write:

Who we are as researchers is related to

who we are as theorists: as mothers,

as middle-class, white women. And

who we are in all our complexity is

constituted by the other - through

our relationships and response to

those in life. (p. a6)

I became aware that the idea of remaining

distant in these situations was personally

untenable because it went against my

own professional belief in the importance

of responsive and respectful interac-

tions with young children. This realisation

illustrates how researchers, as "moral

agents" (Moss, 2005, p. 1), are obliged to

consider both personal and context-specif-

ic values to determine what constitutes

ethical research behaviour (Bone, 2005).

ln my case, the decision was made to

incorporate participant observation in my

repertoire of techniques (Pellegrini, 1998),

so filming and interactions often occurred

simultaneously from that point on. Not

surprisingly, in this close, relationship-rich

context, my participation seemed to make

me less, rather than more conspicuous,

which, I contest, resulted in the generation

of more authentic data than would have

resulted if I had remained a peripheral

observer.

0n one level, the children's interactions

suggested a sense of personal acceptance,

yet they clearly differentiated my role

from that of other adults in the room.

Researchers observing older children stress

that children find cameras fascinating and

despite all researcher efforts, a camera

presence will provoke certain behaviours

(Walsh et al., 2007). The infants in the

present study were no exception, but, while

older children want to see themselves

captured on film, these infants wanted

to use the camera to see others. My field

notes captured what occurred:
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A routine hos developed with three

or four of the children. As soon os

I toke the comero out of its cose, I

om opprooched by ot leost one who

tries to look into the viewing screen.

It is no use discouroging this, os

the children simply persist until I let

them look. Mind you, I don't octuolly

wont to discouroge them becouse it's

becoming interesting doto in its own

right. Now, for the first few minutes of

eoch visit, I hove one or more children

sitting on my lop, looking though the

screen, ond noming the children thot

fhey see. When I om interested in how

children ore connecting with others in

the nursery, the comero hos become on

interesting tool thot is copturing (ond

moybe) f oci I i to ti n g th ose co n necti o ns-

The above example highlights what

Labov (as cited in Hatch, 1995) refers to

as the observer porodox or the "dilemma

of trying to capture naturally occurring

behaviour in the unnatural context created

by the presence of a researcher" (p. 21 B). lt

also stresses Hatch's point that research

contexts are inherently social, and that

authentic representations of any context

must consider the intentions, interactions,

and ideas of those within that context,

regardless of whether those people are

pa rticipa nts or researchers.

When to look away

"ln an age of electronic eavesdrop-

ping (licit as well as illicit), videotaping

inevitably carries with it an unsavoury

whiff of videotaping, of intrusion, surveil-

lance, and expanding technologies of

social control" (Tobin ft Davidson, 1990,

p. 2761. By allowing me to observe, the

parents had permitted me to capture close

and often intimate details of their infants'

experiences. While observing the Infants'

first months in the nursery, I saw hesitation

as they arrived, distress as parents left, and

uncertainty as they negotiated and formed

relationships with staff and peers. While I

had intended to film as many aspects of

the infants' experiences as possible, some

experiences caused me to reconsider this

decision.

The infant's transition from oarent and

teacher was one such time. While the

Centre had a sensitive and capable way

of assisting infant and parent during

the 'hand-over', this routine was often

accompanied by an intensity of emotions.

My reaction to such displays caught me

off guard as I soon found these events

impossible to film. As I struggled to make

sense of this reaction. I wondered whether

my response originated from a feeling of

personal upset at the infants'distress. After

some reflection, however, I discounted this

initial theory on the basis that I was able to

watch and write notes about these events

as long as I did so from a discrete distance.

Furthermore, I experienced a similar

reaction to observing nappy-change

routines which were rarely accompanied

by infant distress. Instead, I recognised

that my discomfort originated from the

use of the camera, or more specifically, the

notion of surveillance and intrusiveness

attached to filming. I realised that I was

caught between a desire to observe rich

relationship-building opportunities and

the need to consider the privacy of those

involved (Cullen et al., 2005). For the same

reason that I would avert my eyes from a

couple's emotional farewell at an airport, I

concluded that the emotional and physical

intimacy of certain events in the nursery

demanded respect, sensitivity and distance

that could not be conveyed from behind

the lens of a camera.

Putting the camera down

0bserving therefore threw up ethical

dilemmas related to status and power

(Bae, 2005; Graue ft Walsh, 1995). How

much could l, as a researcher, intrude on

the emotional or intimate experiences of

these children and thelr caregivers? Should

my researcher desire to obtain 'good'data

take precedence over my uneasiness about

privacy? When else should the camera be

put down? | return to Bella and Millie:

Bello (now 14 months) wos sitting ot 0

low toble moking morks on poper with

o boll-point pen. Millie opprooched,

ond Bello turned ond stored ot her

before returning to her drowing. Millie

reoched over ond touched the pen. As

Eello turned to look ot her ogoin, she

met her goze with her heod to one side.

Bello frowned ond shifted the poper

ocross the toble so it wos o little further

from Millie. Then, os Bello begon to

drow, Millie reoched over ond grobbed

the pen. Bello immediotely tried to

sweep it away but Millie held on ond

o shoking tussle evolved, with both

children holding fost. Bello frowned,

vocolised loudly, looked up ot me ond

vocolised ogoin. Isoid, "0h. What's the

motter?" ond continued to film. With o

swift movement, Bello seporoted the

pen from Millie's grosp. She looked

sternly ot Millie, ond then pointed

the pen towords her, cotching her

ocross the cheek. Millie immediately

stepped backwords ond cried out,

ond Bello looked seriously towords

me ond then towords the now woiling

Millie. I hesitoted o moment longer

before putting the comero down ond

opprooching the scene.

Hatch (1995) describes how researchers

experience dilemmas about their levels

of involvement when observing incidents

that may place someone at risk of harm.

What stops researchers from intervening,

he suggests, is their "own selfishness,

being caught up in the moment, and

[theid view of the 'superior' nature of the

researcher role" (p. 218). There are uncom-

fortableelementsof truth in hiswords. lhad

watched these girls'relationship grow over

two months, and, knowing that relation-

ships encompass moments of cooperation

and conflict (Dunn, 1993), I admit that I

was keen to capture this example of an
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Sheila and

Sophie chat
about who
they can see

through the
camera.

altercation. Yet as I comforted Millie, I

wondered whether my lack of action

during the incident contributed towards

her being hurt. Did my own research

agenda cause me to privilege my data

over a child's safety? 0r was my hesitation

driven by a teacher-based desire to allow

the children opportunities to resolve the

altercation themselves?

Answers to the above questions were

elusive, and the tensions were never

completely resolved. Such incidents

heightened an awareness of my responsi-

bility to the children, and my responsibility

to avoid falling into the trap of treating

research participants as "mere objects to

be observed and categorised" (Kincheloe,

2005, p. xii). These and other similar

examples caused me to reflect again on

my own role. Was it even my place to

step in, or should I leave such interven-

tions to the nursery staff whose roles and

expertise I respected and admired? 0nce I

had finished data collectlon, I declded to

ask Tabatha for her views.

Sheilo: As time went on, I become more

of o porticipont - os much os I felt I

could be. l'm interested in your view in

regords to thot notion of hoving me os

o reseorcher in the room.

Tabatha: I guessyou being in the room,

we felt like even though your hands

were full, you were still an extra pair

of hands. Like, you let the children look

at the screen. Everyone [the childrenl

was just there and involved, and you

were so welcoming of everyone else to

come in. 5o that was really great for

us to have those experiences.

Sheilo: There hove been the ethicol

issues thot I've hod to deol with reolly

quickly. And so there wos o boundory

befween whot I felt comfortoble doing

ond situotions when I stop ond think

'no - thot's not my role.'

Tabatha: I think if you hadn't played

a role in the room, then you wouldn't

have felt like you were intruding ...

[also] you wouldn't have had the trust

of the child, and then you wouldn't

have got the footage that you

wa nted.

It was comforting to hear Tabatha support

my own reflections, though I did wonder

whether I should have asked her these

questions earlier! Maybe, however, I

needed time to personally appreciate

what these tensions meant for my actions,

identiry and relationships with others

within the setting. This being said, the

process of reflection does not need to be

individual and private. As I learnt through

speaking to Tabatha and others, identities

can be strengthened by revealing personal

questions for discussion and debate.

My experiences brought to the fore a

realisation that field-based research

invariably throws up methodological and

ethical dilemmas [Goldstein, 2007; Graue

ft Hawkins,2005;Tobin & Davidson, 1990),

and that the process of critically working

through these issues is "a necessary

ingredient in a researcher's identity" (Bae,

2005, p.290).

Concluding remarks

This article has focused on some of the

personal and professional dilemmas that I

experienced while collecting observations

in an early childhood nursery. While written

from a researcher's perspective, these

issues hold implications for early childhood

practitioners. The fact that researchers

and practitioners use observations to

gain a rich understanding of the perspec-

tives and experience of young children is

well established. Less attention, however,

is paid to the notion that conscious

reflection on the practice of observation

can alert observers to matters that were
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previously unknown, uncontested, or

taken for granted (Curtis ft Carter, 2000).

Thus, by "giving voice and light to silence

and shadows" (Monti tt Crudelli, 2007, p.

58), open and thoughtful reflection about

these and other emerging issues can bring

about professional growth and change.

For example, a particularly relevant issue

relates to the widespread use of digital

media to document and display observa-

tions and interpretations ofyoung children

in early childhood settings [Gandini ft
Goldhabet 2001; Walters,2007). In this

matter, ethical issues of privacy, levels of

oersonal involvement and intrusiveness

have as much relevance for practitioners

as they do for researchers, and therefore

deserve the full and considered attention

of those using such equipment as obser-

vational tools.

A decade ago, Pellegrini (1998) advocated

the use of naturalistic observation in

educational research, writing that "there

is a crucial need for good (that is, reliable

and valid) descriptions of children in

settings where they spend substantial

portions of their time" (p. 77). With

a current world-wide interest in the

experiences of those in early childhood

settings, Pellegrini's words are as relevant

now as they were then. In particular, there

is a growing recognition that we need

to extend the current knowledge base

about infant-toddler programmes. My

exoeriences emohasised how observa-

tional research in nursery settings is built

on cooperative and supportive relation-

ships between researchers, practitioners,

and participants, so it is important for

those on both sides of the camera to

have the opportunity to explore and come

to understand the views and dilemmas

faced by the other. In this way, researchers

and oractitioners can collaborate to

contribute towards a sound and authentic

research-base that will ultimatelv inform

orofessiona I oractice.
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